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works 
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E-journals 
• 66 000++ recorded users
• Aleph (June 2006 – February 2015)
• Primo local (2013 – February 2015)
• Alma (February 2015 → … )
• 1st French speaking University
Alma adopter
• Primo hosted (February 2015 → … )
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Supra-libraries
• 11 Patron statuses
• 11 Item statuses
• 18 Item Process 
statuses
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Library and collection
Item status and item 
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Library and location
Item status
Most often empty !
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• 1 Exception: 
• Item Policy
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•Location A (Location Type Regular)
•Location B (Location Type Regular)
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Circulation rules Criteria
Aleph Alma
Mandatory Optional Mandatory Exceptional
Patron Status Patron Status
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Impacts on implementation
activities
• Simplification of our 
physical fulfillment 
policies 
• 5 Location types → 
Fulfillment Units
• 4 Patron groups
• 2 Item exception types  → 
Items Policies
• 1 Default Institutional TOU 
• 25 TOUs < 605
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Impacts on implementation
activities
• Attach items to 
appropriate location
• Adding locations (852$c) 
before migration 
• Some batch processing 
impossible in Aleph
• Finalizing in Alma
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• Less and less overdue
• Lacks
• Time during implementation
• Batch processing 
incompatibility
• Vocabulary changes between 
implementation forms and 
Alma platform
Thank you
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